
Love to Sew: Creating Lagom Style
Accessories
In a world where excess often reigns supreme, the Swedish concept of
Lagom offers a refreshing antidote. Lagom, which translates to "just the
right amount," emphasizes balance, harmony, and sustainability in all
aspects of life, including fashion and home decor.
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If you're looking to incorporate the Lagom aesthetic into your own
creations, sewing accessories is a wonderful way to embrace this mindful
approach. Here's a comprehensive guide to help you get started:

Choosing Materials

The key to creating Lagom style accessories lies in selecting sustainable,
natural materials that evoke a sense of simplicity and comfort. Consider the
following options:

Organic cotton: Soft, breathable, and environmentally friendly.

Linen: Durable, wrinkle-resistant, and naturally absorbent.
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Recycled fabrics: Upcycled materials give new life to discarded
textiles.

Wool: Warm, insulating, and biodegradable.

Designing for Simplicity

Lagom style accessories prioritize functionality and understated elegance.
Avoid complex patterns or embellishments in favor of clean lines and
simple shapes. Focus on creating pieces that are both practical and
aesthetically pleasing.

Consider the proportions of your accessories carefully. A well-balanced
design will create a harmonious visual effect.

Choosing Colors and Patterns

Lagom style favors neutral colors and earthy tones, such as white, beige,
gray, and shades of green and blue. These colors create a sense of calm
and serenity.

If you want to incorporate patterns, opt for subtle prints or textures that
complement the natural materials you've chosen.

Inspiration from Nature

The Lagom philosophy draws heavily from nature. Look to the beauty of the
natural world for inspiration when designing your accessories. Consider
using fabrics with organic textures, such as linen or wool, or incorporating
elements like wood or leather.



Nature-inspired motifs, such as leaves, flowers, or animals, can also add a
touch of charm to your creations.

Sewing Techniques

When sewing Lagom style accessories, focus on using clean and precise
techniques. Pay attention to seam allowances and finishing details to
ensure a professional-looking finish.

Consider incorporating traditional sewing techniques, such as hand
stitching, to add a touch of authenticity.

Projects to Get You Started

Here are a few ideas to get you started on your Lagom style sewing
journey:

Tote bag: A versatile accessory for carrying everyday essentials.

Pillowcase: Create a cozy and inviting atmosphere in your bedroom.

Table runner: Add a touch of elegance to your dining table.

Apron: Protect your clothes while cooking or crafting.

Headband: A simple yet stylish accessory to keep your hair out of your
face.

Sewing Lagom style accessories is a rewarding and mindful activity that
allows you to create beautiful and functional pieces that embody the
Swedish concept of balance and harmony. Whether you're a seasoned
sewer or just starting out, we encourage you to embrace this approach and
add a touch of Lagom to your life.



Remember, the true essence of Lagom lies in finding joy in simplicity and
living a life that is in tune with both yourself and the environment.
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